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We consider markings and thinnings of a marked point process on the real half-line and derive conditions 
which allow to compute their (internal) compensators in terms of the compensator of the original point 
process and certain stochastic kernels describing conditional mark distributions. As applications we 
discuss, firstly, a shock model that is of relevance in the field of software reliability. Secondly, we derive 
a sufficient criterion guaranteeing that a marked point process can be represented as a thinning of another 
one. Thirdly, we prove a sufficient criterion ensuring that a real-valued jump process can be pathwise 
dominated by a second such process. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider two Bore1 spaces (X, g) and (Y, 9) and a marked point process 9 = 
((T,,, X,,, Y,)) on the real half-line with the mark space Xx Y. We interpret 9 as 
a marking of the point process @ = ((T,,, X,)). In these notes we derive some simple, 
necessary and sufficient criteria which allow to compute the {5:}-compensator of 
9 explicitly in terms of the {SF}-compensator of @ and certain stochastic kernels 
describing conditional distributions of the Y,,. We discuss some applications of 
these results to dependent thinned point processes. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some basic facts of the 
dynamical approach to point processes as taken in Jacod (1975) and Bremaud 
(1981). In Section 3 we deal with the general problem stated above. Enclosed is a 
short discussion of the case of conditionally independent marking. In Section 4 we 
consider a marking V of a position dependent marked Poisson process @ and 
derive conditions which allow to compute the (internal) compensator of a certain 
thinning @’ of !I? The marked point process can be interpreted as the failure process 
of a reliability system. Our model is a complex generalization of the shock mode1 
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by Ladgasdggberg and Singpurwall (1985). A special case has been treated by Last and 
Lick (1988) in order to perform Maximum-Likelihood estimations of unknown 
parameters and the prediction of the future reliability of a system of software 
modulas. In Section 5 we ask whether it is possible to realize two given point process 
distributions on the same probability space such that the first point process is a 
pointwise thinning of the second one. On the one hand, we generalize classical 
ideas on the generation of Markov chains (cf. Keilson, 1979) or of semi-Markov 
processe (cf. Sonderman, 1980) by a suitable thinning of a homogeneous Poisson 
process. On the other hand, we generalize recent results by Lindvall (1988) and by 
Rolski and Szekli (1991) on the comparison of more general but univariate point 
processes. In the last section we treat the problems of pathwise comparison of two 
real-valued jump processes. Using the thinning construction of Section 5 we derive 
sufficient criteria guaranteeing that a process can be dominated by another one. The 
results generalize those by Kirstein (1976) and by Keilson and Kester (1977) for 
Markov chains, by O’Brien (1976) for Markovian jump processe and by Sonderman 
(1980) for semi-Markov processes. As a corollary we get a result concerning the 
comparison of two univariate point processe considered as monotone jump 
processe with jumps of size one. 
2. Preliminaries 
Unles stated otherwise let al random elements be defined on a common probability 
space (0, 9, P). We recall a lemma on conditional independence, cf., e.g., Meyer 
(1966). 
Lemma 2.1. Let 5, 5,) & be random elements of measurable spaces (A, a), (A,, ~2,) 
and (A,, &J, respectively. Then 5, and & are conditionally independent given 5 zjf 
P(~2EB15,5,)=P(~2~BI~) P-a.s., 
forall BEti2. 0 
Now we recall some basic facts of the so-called dynamical approach to point 
processe as taken by Jacod (1975) and Bremaud (1981). By a marked point process 
@ on IW+ = [0, ~0) with the mark space X we mean a sequence @ = (( T,, X,,))nZ, of 
random elements of rWz x X,, where iwz = [0, CO], X,=X u {x,} and x, is a point 
not belonging to X such that the following properties are satisfied: 
O< T,< T,+, X,eX, if T,, <CO, 
Tn=T,+,, X,,=X,,+,=x,,, ifT,,=co. 
We identify @ with the counting measure 
@ = C I{ T, < ~]&,,,,,~,, 
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and write Nx for the set of all possible realizations of @. We equip Nx c ([w; x X,)” 
with the natural product a-field Nx. Let cp = ((t,, x,)) E Nx and t E I%+. Then the 
element p, = (( ti , XL)) E Nx defined by 
(cl, xl) = 
{ 
(r,, x,) if t, 5 t, 
(a% Go) otherwise, 
can be considered as the restriction of cp to (0, t]. Similarly we can define cp,_ by 
setting t, < t instead of t, s t above. Note that ‘p. = cpO_ = ((a, x,), (CO, x,), . . .) 
which we simply denote by 0, from now on. For convenience we put cpm = cps_ = cp. 
For t E LQ+ it holds 
~::=~(@(A~B):A~[O,~],AE%+,BE%)=(T(@,), 
where s3+ is the Bore1 a-field on lR+. Let Z be a random element of a measurable 
space (S, Y) and put %, = u(Z, aj,). Then it can be easily proved that the {$,}- 
predictable o-field is generated by the mapping (w, t) - (Z(w), Q,_(w), t). This 
fact provides, in particular, better insight into the notion of predictability on the 
canonical space 0 = S x N,, where (Z, @) is then given as the identity on a. For 
example, a measurable function f: S x Nx x [W+ R is predictable if and only if 
f(z,q, t)=f(z,cp,_, t) for all (z,(p, t)~Sx N,xR+. 
Let Y be the {%,-,)-compensator of Sp and (Y a predictable kernel from S x N, to 
R’ x X such that 
v(d(t, x)) = a(Z, @, d(t, x)) P-a.s., (2.1) 
CY(Z,(P,{O}XX)=O, (~(z,cp,{t}xX)dl, a(z,cp,(O,t]xX)<c~ if cp(t)ta and 
a(z,cp,[t,co)xX)=O if cp(t)=oo, where cp(t)=p((O, t]xX). 
We call (Y the canonical {%,}-compensator of @. It exists and is unique 
P((Z, @) E *)-almost everywhere. Further there is an {s,}-predictable stochastic 
kernel R from R x [w+ to X such that 
v(d(t, x)) = R(t, dx)v(dt x X) P-a.s. (2.2) 
(cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Jacod, 1975, or Theorem 8.14 in Bremaud, 1981). 
In view of the above characterization of the predictable u-field the kernel R can 
be represented in the form 
R(t, dx)= R,(Z, CD-, t, dx), (2.3) 
where R, is a stochastic kernel from S x Nx x lR+ to X. Equation (2.2) is equivalent 
to 
P(X,+,E ./Z, GT,,)=R(T,,+,;) P-a.s. on {T,+,<co}, FEZ+, (2.4) 
where T,= 0 by convention (cf. equation (10) in Jacod, 1975, or Theorem 8.16 of 
Bremaud, 1981). With the aid of Doleans Dade’s exponential formula it follows that 
P(T,+,> tlz, %,,) 
= FI [~-~(~,~,,,~~~xX)lexp[-~“(Z,~,~,(~~,tlxX)l 
u:r,,<u=sr 
P-a.s. on {T,, s t}, nEZ+, (2.5) 
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where an empty product has to be taken equal to 1 and cy’(z, cp, d( t, x)) = 
I{o (z, cp, {t} x X) = O}a(z, cp, d( t, x)). Again we may refer here to equation (10) of 
Jacod (1975). 
3. Markings 
Consider a second Bore1 space ( Y, 3) and a marked point process ?P = ((T,,, X,,, Y,)) 
with the mark space XX Y. We interpret 9 as a marking of @ = (( T,, X,,)). Let 
9, = u(Z, V,) and recall that St = g(Z, @,), t E IL!+. In this section we deal with the 
relations between the { %,}-compensator p of !P and the {S,}-compensator v of @. 
We will need this for computing the internal stochastic intensities of certain thinnings 
of @ without using filtering theory. An illustrative special case of Theorem 3.2 below 
was used by Bremaud (1979) in the framework of stochastic control. 
Let us start with a simple generalization of the relations (2.2) and (2.4). 
Theorem 3.1. There exists a stochastic kernel W from R x Rf x X to Y which is 
{ %,}-predictable in the$rst two arguments such that 
p(d(t,x,y))= W(t,x,dy).p(d(t,x)xY) P-a.s. (3.1) 
The relation (3.1) is equivalent to 
P(Y,+,E.\Z, q,,, T,+,,X,+,)= W(T,+,,X,+,;) 
P-a.s. on {T,,,, COO}, n E Z+. 0 (3.2) 
The idea of the proof of the above theorem is to define a measure C on 
Sx Nxxv xR+xXxYby 
C = E I J1t-C Fe, t, x, y) E .i’J’(d(t, x, y)), (3.3) 
in order to disintegrate C in the form 
C(d(z, cp, t, x,Y)) = W’(z, cp, t, x, dy)C(d(z, cp, t, x) x Y) 
and to define 
(3.4) 
W(w, t, x, dy) = W’(Z(w), q,-(w), t, x, dy). (3.5) 
Now we ask for conditions that allow to replace /*(. x Y) on the right-hand side 
of (3.1) by Y. The following result provides an answer. 
Theorem 3.2. The following statements are equivalent. 
(4 p(d(t, x, Y)) = Wt, x, dy)44t, xl) P-U.S. (3.6) 
(b) For all n E N the random elements (T,,,, , X,,,) and ( Y, , . . . , Y,) are condi- 
tionally independent given (Z, QT,,). 
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(c) For all n E .Z+, 
JY(T+,, X+dE*lZ, ~r,,)=P((T,+,,X,+,)E.lZ, PT, ) P-0.3. 
(d) For all n E N, 
P(( Y,, . . . , Y,)E*JZ,@)T,,)=P((Y ,,..., Y,)E.J.Z, @) P-a.s. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Proof. For brevity we put _Y, = (Y,, . . . , Y,), n EN. 
Let us first assume (3.6). Then it follows that 
p(.Z, ly;XXX Y)=cx(Z, @,.xX) P-a.s., (3.9) 
where p is the canonical { ‘S,}-compensator of 9 and cr is the canonical {S,}- 
compensator of CD. Using the disintegration (2.2), (2.3) it can be seen, moreover, that 
R~(z,(P, t;x Y)=R,(z,cp,, t;) C(.xXx Y)-a.e. (z,(p, 1) (3.10) 
(see (3.3)-(3.5) and Theorem 3.1), where cpx = cp(. x Y), cp E Nxxv. The formulas 
(2.5) and (3.9) imply 
P(T,+,E.IZ, pT,,)=P(T,+,E.IZ, %,) P-as., (3.11) 
whereas (2.3), (2.4) and (3.10) imply 
P(X,+, E .lZ, W,,, T,+,)= P(X,+, E .lZ, &-,,, T,+,) P-as. (3.12) 
The equations (3.11) and (3.12) and the principle of successive conditioning yield 
(3.7), which is equivalent to (b) by Lemma 2.1. 
Let us now show the equivalence of (3.7) and (3.8). By Lemma 2.1(b) as well as 
(3.7) are equivalent to 
P(_Y,E.IZ,~~,,)=P(_Y,E.IZ,~~,,+,) P-a.s., HEN. (3.13) 
By induction we derive from (3.13) that for kc& 
P(_YnE.IZ, @T,,)=P(-Y,E.IZ %,,+,) P4.s. 
and, finally, (3.8) with the monotone class argument. Of course, (3.8) implies again 
(3.13). 
It remains to show that (3.6) is a consequence of (3.7). In case of (3.7) we obtain 
from the well-known representation (cf. Jacod, 1975) 
Ad(r, x, Y)) 
Yn+,)-W,x,~)k FT,,) 
TM 
) 
that 
p(d( r, x) x Y) = v(d(t, x)) P-a.s. 
Because of (3.1) the proof is now complete. 0 
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In order to illustrate the above result we will now further specialize (3.6). 
Theorem 3.3. (i) Let W be a stochastic kernel from 0 x [We x X to Y which is {9,}- 
predictable in the first two arguments. The following satements are equivalent: 
(a) p(d(t, x, y)) = W(t, x, dy)u(d(t, x)) P-as. (3.14) 
(b) The random elements Y,, Y2, . . . are conditionally independent given 
(2, 0) and it holds 
P( YfI+, E . IT @) 
= m-n+, 3 x7+, > *) P-a.s. on {T,+,<oo}, nEh+. (3.15) 
(ii) The following statements are equivalent: 
(c) The random elements Y,, Yz, . . . are conditionally independent given 
(2, @) and one of the conditions (a)-(d) of Theorem 3.2 holds. 
(d) There exists a kernel @satisfying the assumptions of(i) and equation (3.14). 
Proof. (i) Let us assume (a). Since {9,}-predictability implies { %,}-predictability, 
(3.6) holds, where W can be chosen such that 
w= C. (3.16) 
From Theorem 3.1 and (3.16) we deduce 
P( Y,+, E .1-G q’r,,, Tn+, , x+,1 
= P( Y,,, E *jZ, @r,,, Tn+,, X,,,) P-as., n EZ+. 
According to Lemma 2.1 we thus have the conditional independence of Y,,, and 
_Y, with respect to (2, Q7,,+,). H owever, (3.8) implies this conditional independence 
also with respect to (2, CD) such that the first part of (b) follows by induction. 
Let us now assume (b). Then (3.8) follows, as it can be seen easily. Moreover, 
according to Theorem 3.1 we may again assume (3.16). Therefore (3.14) is a 
consequence of Theorem 3.2. 
(ii) It remains to show that (c) implies (d). If (c) is satisfied, then we have, 
according to Theorem 3.2(d), the conditional independence of _Y, and Y,,,, , given 
(2, QT,,,+,). Lemma 2.1 yields 
P( Y,+, E .I& @T,,, rn+, 3 X,+,) = PC Y,+, 6 . I Z PTs,, T,+, , X+d P-a.s. 
Equation (3.2) shows how to construct the kernel @ satisfying (d). The details are 
left to the reader. q 
4. Thinning of a doubly stochastic marked Poisson process 
In this section we consider a marked point process ?P = ((T,,, X,,, Y,, Y’,)) with the 
mark space Xx Y x Y’ where ( Y’, 9’) is a further Bore1 space. We interpret @ = 
((T,, X,,)) as an input of several types of shocks on a complex system, which may 
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cause failures of system components: T, is the time of the nth shock and X,, its 
type. Fix a set BE 9. If Y,, E B, then the nth shock causes failures in some com- 
ponents. The numbers of the failed components as well as some additional informa- 
tion (e.g., repair times of failed components) are contained in the mark YL. Therefore 
@‘:= 1 n{Tn <a, Y, E B}S,,,,,;,, (4.1) 
nz1 
can be interpreted as the failure process. We are looking for an explicit expression 
for the {%:)-compensator of @‘, where S: = ~(2, @:). 
We assume that, conditioned upon the random element Z of (S, y), @ is a 
position dependent marking of a point process with independent increments. This 
means that the canonical {a(Z, @,)}-compensator (Y of CD is given by 
a(~, cp, d(r, x)) = K(z, d(t, x)), 
where K is a kernel from S to [w+ XX such that K(z, (0, t] XX) < 00 for all t E [Wt. 
If K (z, . x X) is a diffuse measure for all z E S (i.e., it holds K (z, {t} x X) = 0, for 
all t E R+) then @ is a doubly stochastic marked Poisson process (cf., e.g., Theorem 
2.6 in Bremaud, 1981). The random element Z may be an unknown parameter, for 
example. A special case of the general model above is treated in Last and Lick 
(1988). It is a generalization of the shock model by Langberg and Singpurwalla 
(1985). 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that: 
(a) For all n EN the random elements (T,,,, , X,,,) and (Y,, Y;, . . . , Y,,, YL) are 
conditionally independently given (Z, QT,,). 
(b) There is a substochastic kernel p from 0 x R+ x X to Y’, { Si}-predictable in its 
first two arguments, such that for all n E h+: 
f’( Yn+, E B, Yk+, E . /Z, q,,, Tn+, &+,I 
=P(L+I,x+I, .) P-U.S. on {T,,, <co}. 
Then the {%i}-compensator V’ of @’ satisjies 
(4.2) 
v’(d( r, y’)) = p( t, x, dy’) K (Z, d( t, x)) P-U.S. (4.3) 
Proof. Using the assumptions on (Y and (a) we find with aid of the Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2, that the {%$,)-compensator p of ly satisfies 
P(d(t,x)xBxdy’)=p(t,x,dy’)K(Z,d(t,x)) P-as., (4.4) 
where 9, = a(Z, ?P,). From (4.1) it is clear that the {&}-predictable c-field is 
contained in the {%,}-predictable c-field. Hence, on account of (4.4) we obtain for 
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all { 9:}-predictable f: 0 x [W+ x X + [w’, 
E 
I 
f(&y’)@‘(d(t,y’))=E S(t,y’)u{xEX,yEB}~(d(r,x,y,y’)) 
5 
=E J(~,Y’>P(~, x, dy’)KKd(t,x)L 
which implies (4.3). q 
The assumptions (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.1 seem to be satisfied in many reliability 
systems of practical interest as, for example, in the models mentioned above. Assume 
that 
K(z, d(f, x)) = H(z, t, dx) dt, (4.5) 
where H is a Markov kernel from SxR+ to X. Then (4.3) means that @’ admits 
the (9:) intensity kernel jp(t, x, dy’)H(z, t, dx) in the sense of Bremaud (1981). 
Therefore Theorem 4.1 can be used to detect or to estimate the unknown ‘parameter’ 
Z (see also Karr, 1988). It may also serve for predicting future reliability of the 
system. For example, if r is an {%:)-stopping time, then it holds 
P(@‘((T, t]x Y')=o(s;) 
I 
=exp - 
[JJ 
p’(Z, @,, s, x)H(z, s, dx) ds 
I 
P-a.s. on {r < t}, (4.6) 
T x 
where p’ is a predictable function satisfying p(t, x, Y’) =p’(Z, a:_, r, x). For a 
countable Y’ this formula is in Jacobsen (1982). (In fact a formula of the type (4.6) 
can also be given for a general v’. This is implicitly contained in Jacod (1975).) 
5. Pointwise comparison of point processes 
Consider two marked point processes @’ and p’ with the same mark space X but 
possibly defined on distinct probability spaces. We ask for conditions on the 
compensators ensuring the realization of @’ and W’ on the same probability space 
such that qf is a thinning of @‘, i.e., every point of V’ is a point of @‘, too. By 
doing so we connect classical ideas on the generation of uniformly bounded Markov 
chains (cf. Keilson, 1974) or semi-Markov processes (cf. Sonderman, 1980) by a 
suitable thinning of a homogeneous Poisson process with recent results by Lindvall 
(1988) and by Rolski and Szekli (1991) on the comparison of more general but 
univariate point processes. 
We need some further notations. Suppose that (S, 9) is a Polish space equipped 
with a closed partial ordering < (i.e., the set {(x, y): x<y} is closed). Let Z’ and 
Y’ be two random elements of S defined on the same probability space as @’ and 
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!P’, respectively. (The discussion after the next theorem as well as Section 6 will 
provide some examples for 2’ and Y’.) We assume 
Y’ <VZ’, (5.1) 
which means by definition that If dP’5 jf dQ’ for all measurable increasing f: S + 
R, P’ and Q’ being the distributions of Z’ and Y’, respectively. On Nx we introduce 
a partial ordering (also denoted by <) by writing I+!J < cp if I,/J( B) s q(B) for all 
measurable B c [w+ x X. 
We denote by (Y the canonical {St}-compensator of @’ and by (or the canonical 
{ ??i}-compensator of ?P”, where S: = o(Z’, CD:) and 9; = U( Y’, 9:). 
Theorem 5.1. Assume that 
a(~, (09 d(t, x)) = h(z, cp, t, dx)K(dt), (5.2) 
a,(~, cp, d(t, x)) = A,(z, cp, t, dx)K(dr), (5.3) 
where h and h, are3nite kernels being predictable in the second and third argument, 
and K is a measure on [w+. Assume, moreover, 
A,(z,,cp,,t,B)~A(z,cp,t,B) ifz,<z, (PI<CP. (5.4) 
Then one can construct a probability space (0, 9, P) on which a marked point process 
@ = ((T,,, X,,)) with the mark space X, random elements Y and Z ofS and a sequence 
I,, 12,. . . of (0, l}-valued random variables can be defined such that 
(Z’, @‘) =“(Z, CD), (5.5) 
(Y’, T’) =“( Y, V), (5.6) 
Y < Z P-a.s., (5.7) 
where ly is the marked point process de$ned by 
p = C I{ TN < ~0, 1, = 1M, -r,,,x,,~. (5.8) 
n -- 1 
Furthermore, CD and Y are conditionally independent with respect to Z. 
As above we can define the relation <I’ between random elements of any measur- 
able space on which is given a relation <. 
Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.1 implies 
F < @, 
!P’<*@‘. 
The relation (5.9) means, in particular, 
‘P(.xB)<@(.xB), BE%, 
which is an inequality between univariate point processes. 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. We put 0 = SX SX N,,, where X’= Xx (0, l}, and x2= 
(x,, 0) plays the role of the external state. Let w = (JJ, z, cp) E 0, cp = ((t,, x,, in)), 
and put 
Y(w)=y, Z(w)=z, T,(w)=&, Xn(w)=x,, 
L(w) = L, Q(w) = ((tn, %I)), 
T(w) = c o1tm (00, 4 = 1h%,,,.xJ. 
n3l 
Then (5.8) holds. Now we are going to construct the probability measure P. 
From assumption (5.4) we derive (see Meyer, 1966) the existence of a measurable 
function p : S x S x N,y x Nx x [w+ x X + [0, l] satisfying 
A,(z, 2 $2 t, dx) 
=p(z ,,z,~,,,t,x)A(z,cp,t,dx), ifz,<z, (I,<cp. (5.12) 
This function may be chosen predictable in ($, t) as well as in (cp, t), i.e., 
P(ZlY z, 44 cp, t, xl = P(Z, 3 4 $I-, pr- 9 4 xl. (5.13) 
For a moment we fix z, , z E S with z, < z and Cc, = ((t,, x,)) E Nx. Then we can define 
a probability measure q,(z,, z, $, * ) on (0, l} by 
4,(z,, z, slr,{ll)==~{tl<~lP(z,, z,o,o, t,, x1). (5.14a) 
If(i,,..., ik) E (0, l}h, then we define a probability measure qk+,(z, , z, 4, i, , . . . , ik, .) 
on {O,l> by 
q!f+,(z, , z, rCr, 4,. . . , ik,{ll) 
= I{tk+, <oo}p(z, > z,.h($, i,, . . . , ik), $2 tk+l, Xki,), (5.14b) 
where 
k 
.h(hi,,.. . , ik)= C l{tj<co, i,= 1l&t,.,,~. 
j=, 
Let 
Q/c(z 1,5 !I+, . 1
=~...~l((z lrZ~fl~Xl~i,~~~.,tk~Xkrik)E’~ 
X qk(z,, Z, +, i,, . . . , ik-, , dik) . . . . . %(Z,, 4 ‘h 6, Wq,(z,, 2, $3 di,), 
which is a probability measure on S x S x (R& x XL)“. 
If z, < z is not satisfied, then we put Qk(z, , z, 4, . ) equal to some fixed probability 
measure Pk such that P, , P2, . . . are consistent. In this way we obtain a stochastic 
kernel Qk from S x S x NX to S x S x (Iwz x XL)” which extends uniquely to a kernel 
Q from SXSX NX to SXSX N,,=R. 
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By construction and (5.13) it holds 
Q(Z,,Z,(L,(~,,...,G)E.)=Q(z,,5cCr,l,(~,,...,~~)E.). (5.15) 
It is well-known (cf. Strassen, 1965) that (5.1) implies the existence of a probability 
measure U on S x S, concentrated on {(z, , z): z, < z}, such that the marginals of U 
are given by the distributions of Y’ and Z’, respectively. Let V(z, . ) be a regular 
version of the conditional distribution of @’ given Z’= z and put 
P= Q(z,,z,cp, 
il 
.I V(z, +) U(d(z,, ~1). (5.16) 
Then on account of 
Q(z 1, 7 9, {(Y, z, @> E .l) = f4zl,z,lp), (5.17) 
it follows 
P(( Y, Z, @) E d(z, > z, cp)) = V(z, +I U(d(z,, ~1). (5.18) 
In particular, we conclude (5.5), Y’=r’ Y and the conditional independence of Qi 
and Y with respect to Z. Let 6 = ((T,,, X,,, I,)). Then 4 is the marking of Q, with 
marks Z, from (0, 1). In view of (5.16) and (5.17) we have 
P(~~.IY,Z,~)=Q(Y,Z,~;) P-a.s. (5.19) 
Therefore we obtain from (5.15), 
P((Z,, . . . ,I,)E.I YZ, @) 
=P((I,,..., I,) E. 1 Y, Z, QT,,) P-a.s., n EN. (5.20) 
Let n EZ+. Then we can derive from (5.14), (5.19) and the definition of Q for all 
bounded measurable functions g : S x S x (R&x X,X (0, 1))" x rWz x X, + R: 
EVI,+, = l}n{T,+, <co}g(Y,Z,T,,X,,Z,,...,T,,X,,Z,,T,+,,X,+,) 
=E ~{i,+,=1}U{T,+,<~} 
I 
Xg( Y, Z, T, Xl, i,, . . , T,, X,, i,, T,,+, X,+,) 
xQn+I( Y, Z @, d(i,, . . . , in+,)) 
=E zdY,Z,f,(@,i,,..., L), @, T,+,,X,,+,)I{Tn+,<~l 
Xg( Y, Z, T, XI, i,, . . . , T,, X,, i,, T,,+, X,,,,) 
xQn( Y, Z, 0, d(i,, . . . ,L)) 
=E~(Y,z,f,(~,zI,,...,z,),~, T,,+,,X+,)NTn+,<~l 
xg(Y,Z,T,,X,,z,,...,T,,X,,Z,,T,+,,X,+,). 
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Sincef,(@,ZI,,..., I,,) = W,, and since 
P( Y Z, F @, T,+, , K-t,) ‘P( Y Z, VT,,, @r,,, T?I+, XI+,) 
(see (5.13)) we can conclude 
P(L+, = 11 y, z, &,, Tn+, 9 XT+,) 
=p(Y,Z,~,,,T,+,,X,+,) P-a.s.on{T,,+,<co}, nEZ+. (5.21) 
Let v be the I$,}-compensator of @ and C the {g,}-compensator of 6, where 
@, = U( Y, 2, m,,, 9, = (T( Y, z, CD,). 
On account of (5.20) Theorem 3.2 provides the equation (3.6). In view of Theorem 
3.1 and (5.21) this means in our case that 
v’(d(t, x) xll)) =P( y, Z, q, @, f, x)v(d(t, x)). (5.22) 
On the other hand for all bounded measurable g : S x S x N, x [w+ x X + R we obtain, 
according to the choice of V, (5.18) and the definition of the canonical compensator 
LY, that 
= dz, , z, ccl,-, 6 x)+(d(t, xl) V(z, d$) U(d(z, z)) 
= dz, , =, +r-, t, x)a(z, A d(f, xl) V(z, d$) U(d(z,, ~1) 
=E g(Y,Z,~,~,t,x)a(Z,~,d(f,x)), 1 
and, hence, 
v(d( r, x)) = cr(Z, @, d( t, x)) P-a.s. (5.23) 
Inserting (5.23) into (5.22) and taking into account (5.2), (5.3) and (5.12) we now 
obtain 
G(d(f,x)~{l})=~~(Y, F,d(d(t,x)) P-as. (5.24) 
Since &(. x (1)) = ly and since the random measure on the right-hand side is 
(u( Y, V,))-predictable, LY, turns out to be also a version of the canonical (a( Y, !P,))- 
compensator of !+? In view of Y =D Y’ we obtain (5.6) from the well-known 
uniqueness result of Jacod (1975). 0 
We note that Theorem 5.1 offers the possibility to generate a marked point process 
with a given distribution (corresponding to the intensity kernel A,) by a suitable 
thinning of another marked point process CD. This is, in fact, an old idea, which can 
be used most efficiently if CD is a (marked) Poisson process. In that case A does not 
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depend upon (z, p). We refer here to Keilson (1974) for the case where tv corres- 
ponds to a Markov chain, to O’Brien (1976) for a Markov jump process (see also 
van Dijk, 1990) and to Sonderman (1980) for a semi-Markov process. In order to 
make this idea as clear as possible we provide some additional formulas in the next 
remark. These formulas also show that in case of A(z, cp, t, x) depending only on 
cp(. XX), it is not necessary-for obtaining W -to generate all the X,,, but only 
those for which I,, = 1. 
Remark 5.3. Under the assumptions and with the notations of Theorem 5.1 it holds 
P(I,,+, =LX+,~dx~ Y,Z, T,,X,,I,,..., T,,JL,L, T,+,) 
A,(Y, q, T,+,,dx) = 
AC-T @, T,+, , X) 
P-as. on {T,,,, <co}, 
P(L+, =O,x,+,Edx(Y,Z,T,,X,,I,,...,T,,X,,~~,T,+,) 
A(5 @, K+, , dx) A,( Y, ‘K TN+,, dx) 
A(Z, @, T,+, , X) - A(Z, @, T,+, > X) 
P-as. on {T,,, < oo}, 
and, in particular, 
P(I,+, =olY,Z,T,,X,,I,,...,T,,X,,z,,T,+,) 
~l_W, ‘K Tn+,,-V 
h(Z, @, T,+, , X) 
P-as. on {T,,, <co}. 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
Proof. In the course of the proof of Theorem 5.1 we have derived not only (5.22) 
but also 
i(d( j, x) x (0, 1)) = y(d( t, x)) = a(Z, @, d( t, x)) P-a.s. (5.27) 
In view of (5.2) we can write 
a(.? @, d(t, xl) = 
A(4 @, t, dx) 
A(5 @, j, Xl 
a(Z, @, dt xX). (5.28) 
Now we apply (2.4) (with Z replaced by ( Y, Z)) to both, 6 and @, and obtain 
P(X,+, E dx 1 Y, 5 T > X, > 11, . . . , L, Xt, In, TN+,) 
= P(X+, Ed-+, T,,X,,...,T,,X,,,T,+,) 
At-Z @, T’+, ,dx) 
= A(Z, @, T,+,,X) 
P-a.s. on {T,,, <a}. (5.29) 
Using (5.12), (5.21) and (5.29) we can derive the assertions with the aid of the 
disintegration 
P(X,+, E dx, Iti+, = i 1 Y, z, 7-1, X,, I,, . . . , T,, X, In, Tn+,) 
= P(I,+, = ilY,z,T,,X,,~,,...,T,,X,,~,,T,+,,X,+,=x) 
x P(X+, EdxlY,Z,T,,X,,z,,...,T,,X,,z,,T,+,). 0 
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Let us suppose for a moment that card X = 1. In that case an intensity kernel A 
as in (5.2) can be identified with the function A(z, cp, t, X) and Theorem 5.1 is 
essentially due to Lindvall (1988) and Rolski and Szekli (1991). Lindvall considered 
the case where S is a set of locally bounded point measures on (-co,01 (equipped 
with the natural partial ordering between measures, as introduced above) and where 
h = A, is an intensity being consistent with the shift operator. Rolski and Szekli 
proved Theorem 5.1 for constant Y’ and Z’, but with arbitrary intensities A and A, 
satisfying (5.4). 
We conclude this section with some examples of marked point processes satisfying 
the assumptions of Theorem 5.1. For more examples and references in the univariate 
case card X = 1 we refer to the papers mentioned above. 
Example 5.4 (Sampling of a semi-Markov process from a Poisson process). Let 
n = {v(t): t 2 0} be a right-continuous semi-Markov process with the state space N 
and a semi-Markov kernel Q of the form Q,(dt) = q,(t)K(dt). Let r’, be the time 
ofthe nthjumpof 7 and put *‘= ((r,, ~(7,))) and Y’= s(O). The { $)-compensator 
v of q’ is given by 
v(dtx{j})=1{t < TS}r,C,_)i(t -a’-V’)K(dt), 
where 7, = lim,,, r,, 
(5.30) 
qii(f) 
r”(t) =1, Qik([ t, co))’ 
and rr’-cp is the last point of p E N, strictly before t if cp( t) > 0, rr-cp = 0 if cp( t) = 0. 
(The value of rr-cp in case of cp( t) = cc may be arbitrary.) Let @’ be a marked point 
process with the mark space N and a deterministic {a( @:)}-compensator Y given by 
v(dtx{j}) =f(t,j)X(dt), 
where the f( . , j) are measurable functions obeying 
(5.31) 
(If K is continuous, then @’ is a multivariate Poisson process.) Comparing (5.30) 
and (5.31) we see that the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied if 
rii(s)Gf(t,j), ss t, jEFU. (5.32) 
(Take Z’= 1 and write i < j iff isj.) In particular, (5.5), (5.6) and (5.8) hold. 
Example 5.5 (Pointwise comparison of semi-Markov processes). Consider two semi- 
Markov processes 7, and nz satisfying the assumption of Example 5.4 and the 
associated marked point processes p” and @‘. Let r:(t) and r$( t) be the correspond- 
ing characteristics as defined in Example 5.4. If 11, < cp ($, cp E N,), then it holds 
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that r’-$ G r’- cp. Thus from (5.30) it is clear that the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 
are fulfilled if 
r:(s) s r:j(t), sz t, i,j, kEN. (5.33) 
(Take Y’ = n,(O), 2’ = ~(0) and the trivial relation i <j for all i,j E N.) Hence, the 
assertion of Theorem 5.1 holds true and, in particular, 
F(.xN)<@(.xN). (5.34) 
It is interesting to compare condition (5.33) with the condition of Example 4(ii) in 
Rolski and Szekli (1991) which is needed there in order to derive (5.34) together 
with W’(. xN) =O V(. x N), a’(. x N) =I’@(. x N). The condition (5.33) seems to be 
weaker. It is also more natural since it generalizes the corresponding conditions for 
the comparison of renewal processes. 
The Examples 5.4 and 5.5 apply, in particular, to Markov chains, in this case the 
rates rj,( t) do not depend upon t. Let us add a further simple example, which covers 
also the case of an inhomogeneous Markov chain. 
Example 5.6 (Pointwise comparison of Markov jump processes). Consider two right- 
continuous piecewise constant processes {n,(t)} and { n2( t)} with state space X and 
construct ( W’, Y’) and (@‘, Z’) as in Example 5.5. Let v,( +) be the {$)-compensator 
({9:}-compensator) of 9” (@‘) and assume 
v,(d(t,x))=r’(t, n(t-),dx)K(df), i=l,2, 
where r’ is a finite kernel from Iw+ XX to X. (Hence, n, and n2 are Markov jump 
processes.) The assumption of Theorem 5.1 is now implied by 
r’(t,x,B)cr’(t,y,B), Taft+, x,y~X, BE%‘. (5.35) 
(Again we take x < y for all x, y E X.) 
6. Pathwise comparison of jump processes 
In this section we derive sufficient criteria that guarantee the realization of two jump 
processes on the same probability space such that the first process is pathwise 
dominated by the second. By Theorem 5.1 we are in a situation that allows us to 
proceed similar as in Sonderman (1980). 
A jump process X = {X(f): t 2 0) is an X-valued stochastic process being piece- 
wise constant, right-continuous and having finitely many jumps in finite intervals 
only. If T:, is the nth jumptime of X then we can identify the process with the pair 
(X(O), W), when !P is the marked point process defined by W = (( TL, X( Tk)). We 
have X(t) = T,(X(O), W) where 
X if t < t, , 
r,(x, (CL, x,))) = x, if c, s t < fntlr 
x0 if lim t St, n-S ,, 
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and x,, is some fixed element of X. Note that 
9;” := a(X(s): s s t) = a(X(O), T,). 
If (Y is the canonical {9”;Y}-compensator of !P then we call (Y the canonical com- 
pensator of X. 
Now we consider two jump processes Xl and Xi with the canonical compensators 
CT, and (Ye. We assume 
ai(x, 9, d(t, y)) = A;(x, CP~ r,dy)K(dt), i= 1323 (6.1) 
where the Ai are finite kernels being predictable in the second and third argument 
and K is a measure on R+. Since we are interested in the pathwise comparison of 
Xi and Xk we assume X = Y x X’, where Y is a Bore1 subset of R and X’ is another 
Bore1 space. Hence we can write Xi(t) = ( Yi( t), Zi( t)) (i = 1,2) and try to compare 
Y{ = {Y{(t)} with Y: = { Y;( t)}. We denote by Dy the space of all sample paths of 
Y-valued jump processes and equip it with the Bore1 a-field of the Skorokhod 
metric. We write f, sf2 for f, ,f2~ Dy if f,(t) <f*(t) for all t E R’ and ask for 
conditions ensuring Y; s D Y;. We assume the existence of a finite predictable kernel 
A from Nx x K!+ to X such that 
2h;(x,cp,,t,B)~A(cp,t,B) ifp,<cp, i=l,2, BE%, 
where the relation ‘p, < cp was defined in Section 5. Further we assume 
A(% r, B)=A(@, f, B), 
where @ = cp(. XX) and 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
Theorem 
and 
I 
I 
A(cp,s,X)K(ds)<a, HER+. (6.4) 
cl 
6.1. Assume that 
Y:(o) s” Y;(o), (6.5) 
A,((y,, x,), cpI, t, [y, 00) n Yx WC A,((Y,, x2), (~2, t, [Y, 00) n YxX’), 
ify,syz, r’~(y,,~o,(.xX’))~T,(Y,,cpz(.xX’)), s<t, 
rr-(y2, (P2(. XX’)) <Y, (6.6) 
A,((y,,x,), +Q, t, (-a, y)n YxX’)~Az((y2,xJ, q2, t, (--cO,y)n YXX’), 
ifL’,~Y,, T,(Y,, cp,(.xW)~~c(Y2, (P2(-xX’)), s<t, 
Y < CAY,, cpl(. xX’)). (6.7) 
Then it holds 
Y;sD Y;. (6.8) 
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Proof. By a straightforward generalization of Theorem 5.1 we may construct a 
probability space (0, .F, P) on which are defined a marked point process @ = 
((T,, X,)) with the mark space X and with the canonical {%:)-compensator 
A (cp, f, dx) K (dt), random elements 5, = (7, , 5;) and & = ( n2, &) of X and sequences 
I;, I;, . . . (i = 1,2> of (0, l}-valued random variables such that (5.6) is true with 
(,I,, Y’, ?P’, Y, W) replaced by (Ai, X:(O), W{, [,, 9,) where 
p’ = C NT, <cc, 1: = 1}6,.,.,,,,, i = 1,2. (6.9) 
na, 
The random elements @ and 5, as well as CD and I& are independent. (Write x < y 
for all x, yg X, take Z and Z’ as constants and construct (t,, (It),,,) and 
(& , (Z’,) na ,) conditionally independent given a.) 
We note that (6.4) and (5.7) imply 
lim T,, = 00 P-a.s. (6.10) 
Excluding the exceptional set corresponding to (6.10) we can define 
Xi(f) = (r;(r), Z,(r)) = r,(!$, V’) (6.11) 
to obtain two jump processes which satisfy 
{Xi(f)} =“{x;(t)}. (6.12) 
Let X,, = ( Y,, XL), n EN, and define inductively (for i = 1,2) 
% = Vi, (6.13a) 
S’ 
Y *+I if X,,, Zx,, I’,+l = 1, 
nt, = 
s:, otherwise, n E Z+. 
(6.13b) 
A look at (6.9) and (6.11) shows that 
~(r)=r,(s6,((m,S~)),,,), i=1,2. (6.14) 
We will show that the assertion is implied by 
P(SA+, ~YY(~,,T,,X,,I:,...,T,,X,,~~,T,+,)(W) 
s W?+,%k Tt,X,, I:,.. ., L, X,, I’,, Z+,)(w’) 
if(T,,..., T,+,)(w)=(T,,.. ., T,+,)(w’), 
s:(w)Ss;(w’) )...) $,(W)SS2,(W’), 
(w, w’)Enxn, YE& nEZ+ (6.15) 
(for some choices of the conditional probabilities involved). Since @ and & (i = 1,2) 
are independent and since @ is constructed from 8 := (T,,) by conditionally indepen- 
dent marking given 6 (on account of (6.3) the 9:-compensator of @ depends on 
w via 4(w) only) we have (cf. Theorem 3.3) 
P((X, ,..., X,)+L $)=P((X,, . . . . X&#,) 
= P((X,, . . . , X) E . It,, K,,) P-as. 
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Since (5.20) implies 
P((Zl, . . ., z1)E’15i, ~~xl~-~-~xn) 
= P((Ii) . . . ) z~)E’15~,~.T,,,X1,...,Xn) 
successive conditioning yields 
P((X, > 1; 2 . . . > xl, cJ45,, $1 
= P((X,, z;, . . . ) X, 1;) E . IL &,,I P-a.s. (6.16) 
Let us denote by P” a regular version of the conditional probability P( .I & = cp). 
(Such a regular version exists on account of the construction of a.) The assertion 
(6.8) would follow if we could prove 
(6.17) 
for all v, and all measurable increasing function f: Dy +R, where E9 denotes 
expectation with respect to P’. In order to prove (6.17) we consider the sequences 
(Sn)nzO (i = 1,2) as random elements of the product space Yr+ with the coordinate- 
wise partial ordering induced by s on Y. For f as in (6.17) the mapping 
(.%)fl,” ++f({Z,(sO, ((T,, s,)),=,)I) from Yr+ . mto R is increasing. Therefore and in 
view of (6.14) the inequality (6.17) is implied by 
E’g((S:),,,) G E’g((S:),,,), 
for all measurable increasing g : Y”++ R. 
(6.18) 
As Sonderman (1980) we can use a conditional version of a well-known com- 
parison result of O’Brien (1975) which says that (6.18) is a consequence of 
P‘+(s:~,v)~P~(s~~,v), JJER, (6.19) 
pq(sL+, -'Yl~,,x,,~:,...,x,,~t,)(w) 
~~'"(~z,+,~Yl5~,x,,~:,...,x~,~z,)(w') 
if S:(w) < Si( w’), . . . , Sl( w) =s S’,( w’), 
(w,w’)~L?xfl, nEZ+, y~[w. (6.20) 
Notice that (St, . . . , Sk) depends measurable on (&, X,, I;, . . , X,,, In). Since @ 
and 5, = (77, 51) (respectively @ and &) are independent inequality (6.19) is a 
consequence of S: = r], SD r/* = Si. 
Concerning the inequality (6.20) we note that (6.16), the measurability of Sk,, 
on (&, X,, G, . . . , X+, , IL+, ) and the properties of conditional probabilities imply 
for i= 1,2, 
Pv(s:+, 2 Y(61x,,rf,...,x,,z’,) 
= P(X+, ~tyl‘5J,=4,x,~; ,..., T,,=t,,X,,I~,T,+,=t,+,), 
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where cp = ( tk)kzl. Therefore (6.20) reduces to (6.15). In order to prove (6.15) we 
use the formulas (5.24) and (5.25) and get from the definition (6.13) and an easy 
calculation P-almost surely 
Ai(tt, Tiy L+, 9 [Y, ~0) xX’n Xl 
A(@‘, Z+,, Xl 
if Sk <y, T,,, <co, (6.21) 
1 
L _A& pi, T,+,, (-oo7y)xX’nX) ifS:zy T,+,<a. 
A(@, T,,+,,X) 
(6.22) 
For T,+,(w) = T,+,(w’) = CO the inequality (6.15) is trivial by (6.13). Let us suppose 
T,,+,(w) = T,,+,(w’)<oo. We distinguish the three cases S’,(w’)<y, Sj,(w)<y< 
S’,(w’) and ye S:(w). Under the conditions of (6.15) it holds 
C(%(W), T’(w)(.xX’))= Y,(w, s)s Yz(w’, s) 
=r,(n2(w’), ‘P”‘(w’)(.xX’)), s< T,,+,(w)= T,+,(w’). 
Therefore, in the first case, inequality (6.15) is a consequence of (6.21) and (6.6) 
and, in the third case, of (6.22) and (6.7). In the second case we have in virtue of 
(6.2), (6.21) and (6.22), 
P(Si+, 2 Y~C,, T,, X,, I:, . . , L,X, It, T,+,)(w) 
sM5,W, T”(w), L+~wLX)<~ 
WRwL L+,(w), Xl -2 
cc 1 _ h2(52(4, p”( 4, L+,(w’L X> 
W%d, Tn+c(w’), Xl 
~~P(SZ,+,~Y~~~,T,,X,,Z:,...,T,,X,,Z~,,T~+,)(~’) 
Hence we have proved (6.15) and therefore the proof is complete. 0 
Corollary 6.2. Consider two marked point processes Qi = (( Tk, XL)) with the mark 
space X’ and random elements Z, , Z2 of X’ defined on the same probability space as 
@, and 02, respectively. Let 9: = a(Z,, (@i),), t E R+, and assume that the canonical 
(.!F:)-compensator oi of 0; satisfies 
o,(x, P, d(t, x’)) =P,(x, cp, t, WK(dt), (6.23) 
where the pi are finite predictable kernels from X’ x Nxf x F%+ to X’. Assume that 
lim,,,, Tk =CO and 
2Pi(xv cPl> t2 B, s h’(p*v t, B, ifpI< (P2, (6.24) 
where A’ is a predictable finite kernel satisfying h’(cp, t, B) = A’(@, t, B) and 
ji A’(cp, s, X’)K(ds) <cc, t E R+. Assumejnally that 
o,(x,, cpI, t, W s P2(x2, ‘Pi, 6 W ifv,(t-1 = cp2(t-L 
cp,(s) s cpz(s), s < t. (6.25) 
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Then 
{@J,(t): t~o}s”{@,(t): taO}, (6.26) 
where we have interpreted the latter processes as random elements of DZ+ 
Proof. We fix an m EF+J and want to apply Theorem 6.1 with Y = .?I+, Y{(t) = 
Qi(t A T,,,) (a A b =min{a, b}) and 
z;(t)= XL 
( 
Z if oi(t)=O, 
ifT~~t<T~+,andl~n~m-1, 
I 
X, if Tm s t. 
We have Xi(O) = (0, 2,) and ST:= F(Zi, ( @y)l), t E R+, where @i: = ( @,)T,,. Therefore 
the Ai in (6.1) turn out to be given by 
&((j, x), v”, t, {k) x dz) = l{cp(t-) = k- 1~ mMx, cp*, t, dz), 
(j, x) E z+ x X’, (6.27) 
where cp* = ((t,,, x,)) if cp = ((t,, j,, x,)) E Nx. In order to meet (6.2)-(6.4) we define 
A by 
h(cp, t,{k}xdz)=l{k<m}A’(cp*, t,dz). 
We have to check (6.6) and (6.7) and note that I’,(O, (o(. xX’)) = q(t) = cp*( t), 
(PEN,, tER+. Let us take yEZ+, te(W+ and (p,, (POE Nx with 
VI(S) s (PAS), s < t. (6.28) 
Let us first assume q2( t-) < y. Then it holds cp,( t-) < y and in view of (6.27) the 
inequality (6.6) reduces to 
~{P,(t-) =Y - I)P,(X,, cpT, t, X’) 
s n{V*(t-) = Y - I1P,(Xz, VT, t, X’) (6.29) 
fory~m.Thisistruefor~,(t-)<y-l.Incaseofcp,(t-)=y-lwehavecp,(t-)= 
y - 1 (see (6.28)) such that (6.29) is a consequence of the assumption (6.25). 
Let us now assume y < cp,( t-). Then y < (p2( t-) and (6.7) reduces to the trivial 
inequality 0 G 0 in view of (6.27). 
Now we conclude with Theorem 6.1 that 
{@,(t A T;): t>O}sD{@,(t A TZ,): ta0). 
Since lim,,, Ti =CD we clearly obtain (6.26). 0 
Theorem 6.1 generalizes comparison results by Kirstein (1976) and by Keilson 
and Kester (1977) for Markov chains, by O’Brien (1976) for Markovian jump 
processes and by Sonderman (1980) for semi-Markov processes. Also in the special 
case of the latter paper our proof is more general. (The reason is that we have 
applied O’Brien’s (1975) result with P9 instead of P.) In the framework of Theorem 
6.1 this has no effects. However, in the framework of Corollary 6.2 we get the 
following interesting counterpart of Example 5.4. 
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Example 6.3. Consider two marked point processes @, and Qz associated with two 
semi-Markov processes with the local characteristics rf,( t), r$( t) as in Example 5.4. If 
SUP rjk(s) cf(t, k), i=l,2, j,kEN, tER+, (6.30) 
55, 
where the f (t, k) are as in Example 5.3 and 
C rt(.s)Sx rzj(t), sS t, i, kEN, 
i I 
then the assertion of Corollary 6.2 holds true. 
(6.31) 
Proof. We apply Corollary 6.2 with Z,, Z, given by the initial values of the semi- 
Markov processes. The relation (6.27) ensures (6.24) in view of Example 5.4 and 
also lim,,, TL = ~0 (almost surely) on account of Theorem 5.1. Now the assertion 
follows from (5.29), (6.31) and the observation 
t - n--(0, s t - %--c& ,_ if cp,(t-I= At->, cpl(s) s cp2(s), s < t. 0 
Note added in proof 
Corollary 6.2 is closely related to a result of A. Kwiecinski and R. Szekli (1991) 
who dealt with the univariate case. The relation r,(O, cp(. x X’)) = q(t) used in its 
proof holds with probability one, only, what is sufficient for the proof. We note 
finally that we may refer to Lindvall (1973) and Kamae, Krengel and O’Brien (1977) 
in order to make the last conclusion of the proof of that corollary. 
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